Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 6-6-2013
Undoubtedly everyone is waiting for this weather to end and that includes us turfgrass managers – or
maybe not! This week on my way around the courses as I met with superintendents it became clearly
obvious how competitive Poa annua can be, when it has the right conditions. The last ten days have
been “party time for Poa” and while you may be scratching your heads, the continuation of what begun
last week (nonstop cool, wet weather) is far from your control. Temperatures have been near ideal for
Poa with no consistent heat to benefit bentgrass growth and this followed a long, wet winter. As I said
last week, it’s not surprising that it has been a tough start on Poa control this year. The weather data
again is pointing toward continued cool and wet conditions with low light levels. It seems that until the
middle of next week, at least, it will not let up. Unfortunately we cannot put up an umbrella and turn on
the heaters and so “communication with members” is a key to golf course greens management at this
time of the year. Once the heat returns – the growth of Poa will go into reverse rapidly and then lose
density both rapidly AND unfortunately. The other issue is the biodiversity of the species with annual
and perennial biotypes and hundreds of others in between which all have adapted to YOUR golf course
in some unique way. This is what makes Poa/them far more competitive than bentgrass – particularly in
this weather.
Climate:
As we can see once again the temperatures are playing havoc with bentgrass growth. Optimum soil
temperatures for bentgrass growth are considered to be around 68 -70°F (Huang et al., 2004). Take a
look at the average soil temperature (2 inch depth) on Sunshine Course on Chicago’s southwest side
and on Chicago’s west side at Aurora CC – the values on average are cooler than optimum for creeping
bentgrass growth (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Average soil temperatures by location and compared to optimum for bentgrass root growth.

On our daily chart (Figure 2) I’m seeing more consistency with our temperatures with one exception on
June 2nd. This is the cold air mass which may have knocked back bentgrass growth on some courses in
Chicago. We can see that soil temperatures dropped to the mid 40s combined with very low levels of
solar radiation which were almost winter levels!! (Figure 3). This then slowed the annual pattern of soil
temperature increases which do not rebound as quickly as air temperatures due to the natural buffering
of the soil.
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Figure 2. Air and soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL.
Cloudy conditions towards the end of the week have meant the loss of sunlight. Without a doubt this
has favored Poa annua growth and has unfortunately not helped to push on the growth of bentgrass
(Figure 3). This also has coincided with many managers seeing a final push in seed head production by
Poa annua, and this reproductive flush has added to the stress of managing green speeds in our current
period. Courses further north are in all likelihood suffering more than those further in the south of the
state with this problem of Poa seed heads.
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Figure 3. Daily solar radiation compared to possible ideal radiation as measured at Sunshine Course,
Lemont, IL.

Rainfall amounts at Sunshine Course have not been substantial, but this has been hit or miss in the
region of Chicagoland. The final difference between normal and measured on Sunshine Course was over
1 inch for the month of May and there have also been rain events throughout the first week of June
(Figure 4). This has continued the pattern of higher soil moisture that has been almost constant since
the start of the year as demonstrated by the NOAA chart (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Daily precipitation events at the Sunshine Course, Lemont Southwest Chicago IL

Figure 5. NOAA drought monitor for the state of Illinois
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/DM_state.htm?IL,MW

Management:
In comparison to last year everyone is behind on growth and whatever else they were doing project
wise over the fall and winter. However, as temperatures are slowly starting to rise (we will get there
eventually!) I am going to impress upon you to try and develop or continue your scouting for insects and
diseases regardless of where you are in the state. Historical knowledge is excellent for problem spots
but sharp eyes and a great understanding of the climatic changes is also required and will make a huge
difference. Not pressing the panic button at the first sight of a potential problem is also crucial – use
your training, think about what you have been doing in the very recent past on the course, contact local
superintendents, ask the local salesmen who sees a lot of other courses on a daily basis if they have
heard of a problem. If you feel it needs further investigation call an expert and send samples to the
appropriate location for diagnosis. Following that, don’t hesitate to call in the expert – that’s their job!
In doing this the traditional statement of two heads are better than one will usually play through.
Grasping at an idea may lead to expensive useless chemical applications which may hurt you later down
the road. It’s not always the first to pull the trigger that wins!
Disease:
As the temperatures have not been overly favorable for fungal disease development for the most part
we have been somewhat quiet. However there were some reports of Waitea patch (aka brown ring
patch) on Poa / bentgrass pushup greens (Pic 1) as well as Michrodochium patch (aka pink snow mold)
on L-93 cultivars of creeping bentgrass can’t shake off winter (Pic 2). Control has been obtained in the
reported cases and the issues do not seem to be a large scale – scouting is crucial to allow for conscious
management decisions to be made as well as looking at your historical records. On Sunshine Course we
did have dollar spot show up on the greens but it was at the end of the control window for our products
and a resulting application took care of the problem.
I have put two pictures side by side – one is dollar spot and the other is sometimes misdiagnosed in the
field as dollar spot – spider mite webs (Pic 3) – be careful not to mix them up!

Picture 1. Waitea patch on a golf course green affecting Poa annua in Chicago. Courtesty GCS 6-6-13
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Picture 2. Michrodochium patch on a golf course green in Chicago 6-5-13.
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Picture 3. Spider mites (L) Dollar spot (R) on Sunshine Course, Lemont IL.
Insects:
Japanese beetles should be getting close to emergence in the Southern part of the Illinois. Meanwhile it
still is early and hopefully a long way away in the northern part. Bluegrass billbugs may be laying eggs in
the southern and central parts of the state and by next week on the outskirts of the city – scouting and
use of pitfall traps http://pubs.ext.vt.edu/444/444-416/444-416_pdf.pdf will help you as you progress
through the season. However, you have a range of options for control. Look for resistant turf varieties of
bluegrass and endophyte containing ryegrasses and fescues as a first step. Biological control using
Beauveria fungus has shown some success – but irrigation is required for 10-14 days after application.
Parasitic nematodes that infect billbugs can also be useful – but on a small scale. Consider talking to an
expert about the most effective beneficial nematode and your turf canopy. Use of pyrethroid
insecticides when soil temperatures get consistently between 65-68°F is another option.
Strategies:
In light of the fact it has been a tough week for bentgrass, not to mention the excess moisture we have
dealt with since the start of the year, I am going to talk a little bit about water and how it impacts your
management at this time of the year. Turfgrass managers deal with microclimates on a daily basis and so
dealing with water movement is a complicated issue to completely cover. However I think there are
some simple take home points that you can at least consider when you are trying to develop a strategy
that can aid water movement.
1. Is my problem temporary or long term? Careful monitoring of problem areas may not always
get you through trouble periods. Annual compaction, intense rain events, changes in growth
habits can all alter soil structure and reduce the amount of soil macropores. No amount of hand
watering will suffice – maintaining water movement is crucial for retaining oxygen around the
roots.

2. Long term solutions can include topdressing to increase amounts of macropores, thus aiding
water movement especially in pushup greens. Various methods to incorporate sand are used
and as long as you are happy with the results (long term benefits versus temporary surface
disruption) then how you get it in there is your choice.
3. Aerification practices also vary. When you aerify and what you use is based on your budget,
timing and comfort levels. Mechanically opening up the soil is always going to be your most
successful method of getting oxygen into the rootzone while at the same time moving water
along to encourage better drainage.
4. During summer stress periods, and maybe before them, consider using wetting agents. Making
sure that soils do not go into a hydrophobic status is very important during summer. The
wetting agents aid in water movement on the top of the surface as well in the soil profile and
therefore reduce the buildup of other problems such as localized dry spot and fairy ring – a
really good tool to have.
In at least considering some of the information above I hope you can make a more rounded decision on
your plant roots and making sure they are healthy going into the summer. If you have any questions or
ideas don’t hesitate to ask.
Research Update:
We have managed to get a couple of trials in the ground as of Monday, June 3rd (Pic 4) and will likely
have six total trials for this year. Fungicides and plant health will be the focus of this “one man show”,
and as we get further along in the season I will continue to update you on the projects here at the
Sunshine Course.
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Picture 4. Good disease pressure at Sunshine Course for testing!

Finally
Picture of the week last week was a ligule – some grasses have really prominent ones and we can use it
as part of identification of a turfgrass species. I will talk more about that next week.
This week’s picture of the week – all answers emailed to enangle@cdga.org
What caused this?!?
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Southern Illinois Superintendents will also find Dr. Lee Miller’s latest bi weekly report below dated 6-613.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update06_06_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
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